of 0.12% a day during 188 years. The effect on the battery lifetime with that number of
microcycles of that energy amount is low.
From the theory and experiments described above, we conclude that it is possible to use a
standard grid-inverter in a mini-grid with an ON/OFF control performed by the frequency
change. But to minimize the artificial cycling of the battery, it is important to have a load
profile with loads at the same time as the solar production, or to have little energy going out
of the battery when the grid inverter is OFF.
POWER REDUCTION IN FUNCTION OF THE FREQUENCY
The 2009 EEG grid code (see [6] and [7]) has set new requirement and one is particularly
interesting for our application, it is an active power derating in function of the frequency.
When the frequency increases, the grid connected inverter doesn’t simply stops but reduces
its power linearly between 50.2Hz and 51.5Hz. This rule is set for medium voltage and high
voltage and is not applied for low voltage yet. When this will be implemented generally it will
be very interesting for the offgrid systems. By changing a little bit its output frequency, the
battery inverter will be able to control the solar production in an island grid to match
production-consumption-storage balance. It will be a precise control instead of an ON-OFF
control and will avoid the microcycling. Technically this behavior is not very complicated to
implement in the low voltage solar inverters, it is just control software. But up to now, the
interest from the various manufacturers was low due to the small size of the offgrid market
and still smaller size of the minigrid market.
This behavior can be already tested now with the SunnyBoy inverters; they can be
parameterized to work this way, even for inverters connected to low voltage 230V/50Hz line.
And it is the most sold grid inverter on the market. The second most sold manufacturer on
the market, Kaco, has in every product a reduction of power of 50% between 50.2Hz and
51.5Hz that can be set with the ‘Activate BDEW’ parameter (Medium Voltage
Directive).
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We can see a clean absorption phase with the current reduction and floating voltage done
without microcycles. If the voltage oscillates a little bit around the floating voltage, this is not
important as long as the energy flux is unidirectional.

NETWORK OF BATTERY INVERTERS WITH DIFFERENT CONTROL MODE
Other elements than the solar grid inverter can be used in this system with a centralized VS.
On the AC-bus, standard battery inverter/chargers can be connected, if they are in currentcontrol mode (CS). It is possible to distribute battery inverters in the minigrid and make them
work together without V/f droops as long as there is only one voltage source in the system.
We obtain a system with a central VS and distributed CS. The reliability of this minigrid is
high, because each battery inverter with a transfer relay can work on his own as a UPS, if
there is a problem elsewhere in the minigrid.
More than that, each CS-inverter can have its own solar charger (or other sources)
connected to its DC side and is able to share this energy with the rest of the mini-grid
because it is bidirectional. The global energy management can be done with the frequency of
the minigrid.
MIXING DC AND AC COUPLING: EFFICIENCY AND ROBUSTNESS
Considering the efficiency, AC-coupling and DC-coupling are not similar.
The power profile determines the total efficiency again:
If there is excess solar production during the day and it must be stored into the
batteries, DC-coupling has a better efficiency.
If the solar energy is directly used, there is one conversion less with the AC-coupling.
Following computation is done to compare both cases with assumptions:
Grid inverter efficiency:
Battery inverter efficiency:
DC solar charger efficiency (with MPPT):
Battery storage efficiency:
Energy produced by the grid-connected solar inverter must be stored for the night time:
Energy produced during the day by the grid-connected solar inverter is directly used by user:
Energy produced during the day by the solar charger connected to DC:
Energy produced during the day by the solar charger connected to DC and directly given to
user:
There is not a big difference: 3.5%, between using
AC or DC coupling for energy stored in batteries,
70.6%
66.4%
and a little bit bigger difference on the direct use
during the day: 8% at the advantage of AC-coupling
88.3%
96%
that avoids one conversion.
This is true only for a modern solar battery charger
with MPPT included. The values are very different if the solar regulator is a traditional series
or shunt. It is quite well accepted that a MPPT can give up to 30% more energy during a day
compared to a direct connection to a battery (if the battery is never full!). The ideal case for
efficiency is direct use of AC-coupled solar energy and storage for night time of the DCcoupled solar. But practically, install two different types of solar systems, is probably not
interesting. The installer will prefer a simpler system with only one connection philosophy
even if there are a few little percents of efficiency to gain. The mix of AC and DC is
interesting on another level: for the robustness of the system. If AC is not present for any
reasons, the solar grid inverter cannot work. That is a weakness in the system: the solar
production depends on the proper operation of the battery inverter that creates the AC; the
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no AC. With ACcoupling only the system can be blocked in this situation. If there is solar at the DC, it can
recharge the batteries the next sunny day and all the system can restart again. Then we
propose to always have a part of solar to DC when using AC-coupling: partial AC-coupling.
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CONCLUSIONS
Partial AC-coupling:
It is feasible to make AC-coupling of some compatible elements without V/f droops.
Standard elements available on the market were tested.
Optimum design for efficiency is a share of the solar modules between DC-coupling
with a solar charger and AC-coupling with a grid inverter according to the load profile.
Partial AC-coupling is better in term of robustness; it is more reliable to have at least
a part of the solar production connected directly to DC, or even only DC coupling.
The presented concepts are not only theoretical but were implemented and tested on real
products available on the market. Many tests have been done to find out the limits and
problems that can occur with the use of grid connected and standalone inverter together.
Many combinations were tested and it was found robust enough to be used in the field with
the precautions mentioned about microcycling.
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